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Abstract
This paper focuses on intonational patterns produced by native English speakers and 
Japanese learners of English in afirmative or negative interactions. Two kinds of research 
have been conducted. In research I, intonations by a native English speaker and a Japanese 
learner of English are colected and analyzed. Results show that a fal-rise pattern is used by 
the native English speaker while a fal pattern is used by the Japanese learner of English for 
the same utterance. In research II, intonations by fifteen Japanese learners of English are 
colected and analyzed. Results show that the variation of pitch ranges used in four 
responses by the Japanese learners of English is smaler than the ones by the native 
English speaker.
1. Introduction
There are no languages that do not have their own natural rhythm of speech, which is 
carried by a succession of beats at a certain regularity of intervals. As is explained in Patel 
(2008, 96), however, periodicity is not the only feature for rhythm:
… periodicity is but one type of rhythmic organization. … Although al periodic 
patterns are rhythmic, not al rhythmic patterns are periodic. … Thus I wil define 
rhythm as the systematic patterning of sound in terms of timing, accent, and grouping.
Rhythm, especialy that of speech, varies as is described in Teschner & Whitley (2004, 216): 
Of course, no one speaks like a metronome; rhythm varies according to tempo, 
degree of excitement, discourse emphasis, phrasal complexity and other factors.
Rhythm is essential for learning foreign language and it is the first crucial step for a native-
like pronunciation ( Patel, ibid., 97):
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Speaking a language with native fluency requires more than mastering its 
phonemes, vocabulary, and grammar. … A failure to acquire native rhythm is an 
important factor in creating a foreign accent in speech.
Besides rhythm, melody is an important factor for expressing oneself in a foreign language 
as it holds several functions, some of which are described in Patel (ibid., 182):
… speech melody can convey afective, syntactic, pragmatic, and emphatic 
information.
 
We can see that music is composed with rhythm and melody, some of whose genre, 
however, may form themselves only with strong and weak beats. Languages, however, 
usualy hold both of them and stress-timing ones, such as English, especialy, could not be 
uttered without either of them. In a way, a rhythm group found in languages constitutes 
more extended sound patterns with stress and pitch to produce some meaningful units, 
such as tone groups, which then usualy organize units of information. 
2. Intonation
Intonation holds several patterns each of which has specific intonational meaning. Haliday 
(2004, 15) lists five tone patterns that usualy overlap with the whole/parts of phrases or 
sentences that constitute intonation units:
At the phonological level there are just five of tones: faling, rising, level, faling – 
rising and rising – faling. … (The ‘level’ is actualy realized as a low with a slight 
rise.)
Rising pitch suggests uncertainty and long rising pitch is typicaly used in yes-no questions 
that request information rather than conveying it. Leveling or faling pitch asserts certainty 
or declaring things. This connection between the intonation and the meaning that it 
conveys is found in most languages and they might be caled a universal feature found in 
languages of al over the world (Kubozono, 2005, 34).
  Besides requesting or conveying information, intonation has other functions. These 
multiple functions of intonation are stated by Verdugo (2005, 2087):
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Intonation concerns not only the physical manifestation of speech. It is an important 
organizing principle influencing not only the expression of attitude and emotion, but 
also the interpersonal and textual meta functions of language.
He also refers to foreign language learners’ utterances to investigate their intonational 
features produced by Spanish learners of English and clarify their tendency:
… the intonation of the non-native speakers does not contribute to a clear distinction 
between certainty and uncertainty; their faling tones are very shalow which does 
not help towards discerning any absolute certainty in their responses. Complex fal-
rise tones are avoided. Instead, responses are realized with a narrow faling pitch 
range and mid-level flat contours.
A powerful tool in the message of any linguistic exchange for enacting social relationships 
and creating relevance to the context (Haliday, ibid., 15) leads listeners to get the message 
not only how it is framed into items of news but also what value the speaker attaches to 
each message.
　One of the functions that intonation realizes is interpersonal metafunction, among whose 
system, modality is focused on in several research studies with more specificity to a degree 
of probability (Verdugo, 2005). Much of this research conducts language experiments with 
Spanish speaking people whose number in English spoken areas is fairly large. There is, 
however, scarce research which analyzes so-caled Japanese English. 
　Controversial issues that ask what constitutes a non-native intonation pattern have not 
been clarified yet and may not be entirely solved. On the basis of much thought on the 
negative efect of older ages on the acquisition of phonetic aspect of foreign language 
learners (Hirakawa, 2005, 259), it might be claimed that the interlanguage of phonetic and 
phonological aspects reflect learners’ native language phonological system rather than 
their learning stages. However, it is not obvious which intonation patterns are positively or 
negatively transferred during foreign language acquisition, or which patterns are universal 
(Verdugo, ibid., 2089). 
　To present a basis for discussion, it is essential to acquire the data of intonation patterns 
that foreign language learners use in their communicative situations. Very little research 
has been conducted which colects and analyzes real dialogs by Japanese learners of 
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English. In typological terms, English is a stress-timing language and Japanese a mora-
timing one (Maeda, 2006, 286). It is expected that Japanese learners of English would 
present a relatively flat intonation contour whose features contrast to those of the melodic 
line of English. In this study, the English native speaker’s and Japanese learner’s choice of 
intonation patterns in responses that convey a diferent degree of certainty depending on 
the pragmatic context of the conversation are colected and analyzed.
 
3. Research design I
The purpose of this research is to present intonation patterns that a native English speaker 
and a Japanese learner of English provide to convey the pragmatic meaning of the message. 
3.1 Participants
The selection and interviewing of informants was conducted in Yamagata prefecture 
located in the northern part of Japan. Two native speakers of English from Oklahoma and 
two Japanese students who majored in English took part in this experiment. One of the 
native speakers was a female and the other was a male. The Japanese students were both 
twenty-one year old females and in their third year at Yamagata University.
3.2 Recording
Recordings were conducted in pairs and utterances by both speakers were recorded at one 
time. Recordings were conducted in a sound-attenuated room in Yamagata University 
using two unidirectional right and left stereo cardio microphones. Signals were recorded 
into two separate tracks in compact flash cards (SanDisk Extreme IV) on a portable solid 
state recorder (marants, Model PMD660). 
3.3 Materials
Dialogs extracted from a film or a drama were used for the recording. Five scenes were 
used for the extraction, each of which held from two to eight short sentences. Each dialog 
contained questions or statements by one speaker and replies by another speaker, such as, 
fair enough, no, sir, no way, of course, or yes, I do. (Appendix A). Al the sentences were 
short and the topic and situation of each dialog was not technical, so the language was not 
considered to be beyond the learners’ level of understanding. 
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3.4 Tasks
The discourse modes of reading aloud and interpreting short conversations in context were 
used. Speakers were presented with printed instructions and dialogs with an explanation of 
their context and asked to read them silently. After that, they played a role like a film actor 
or an actress and read each utterance aloud. Dialogs were read aloud three times and 
recorded into the unidirectional recorder. The recording instruction and operation of the 
recorder was done by the author. 
3.5 Analysis
Data obtained from an English native speaker and a Japanese learner of English were 
analyzed acousticaly using a device caled praat. Relative quantitative information on pitch 
range (F0 measured in semitones) and duration (time elapsed in second) were used for 
measurement.
3.6 Results
In this section, the results obtained on the speech functions responding to a previous 
question are presented. Speakers are free to make any intonation choices but at the same 
time, they are supposed to select the most appropriate intonation for the communication 
purpose of the dialog, that is, the one that conveys the clearest degree of certainty. 
  Pitch range and duration of al utterances are analyzed to present the degree of change of 
faling tones. Refer to Table 1 for a native English speaker’s utterances and Table 2 for ones 
by a Japanese learner of English.
 
Table 1 
Mean pitch range and duration of each dialog by a native English speaker
54321dialog
13691135118177pitch range [Hz]
776398630626431duration [msec]
0．170．230．210．190．40pitch range/duration [Hz]
11948836074faling pitch range [Hz]
1518911812183duration [msec]
0．790．550．710．500．90faling pitch range/duration [Hz}
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From looking at the faling pitch range / duration [Hz] of the last lines of each table, we can 
see how rapidly the faling contour drops to the bottom of the pitch. It is expected that the 
native English speaker would present clearer, or steeper, faling tones than a Japanese 
learner of English. However, results show that only two out of the five utterances by the 
native English speaker resulted in steeper faling tones. It might be that a Japanese learner 
of English used faling tones more emphaticaly leading to the steeper faling tones 
compared with the ones by a native English speaker.
　Figure 1 and 2 shows one of the intonation patterns produced by a native English 
speaker and a Japanese learner of English (Appendix B).
 
Table 2 
Mean pitch range and duration of each dialog by a Japanese learner of English 
54321dialog
204164402219197pitch range [Hz]
13826171074623710duration [msec]
0．200．270．370．340．27pitch range/duration [Hz]
195153399150150faling pitch range [Hz]
361207238246223duration [msec]
0．540．741．670．61０．４５faling pitch range/duration [Hz]
Figure 1 
Prosodic annotation of the response, 'Fair enough', produced by a native English speaker
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Figure 1 and 2 show one of the typical patterns of intonation produced by a native speaker 
of English and a Japanese learner of English. Figure 1 shows the native English speaker’s 
implication in which he agrees with the other speaker but is not in a hundred percent 
agreement. A short rising at the end of the utterance indicates his partial disagreement. 
Figure 2 shows the Japanese speaker’s agreement by a faling tone, which is estimated not 
to be such rich in nuance as is found in an utterance by a native English speaker.
   Further research has been conducted to find whether Japanese learners of English use 
several degrees of faling tones to discriminate degree of certainty similar to native English 
speakers. A dialog that repeats several types of negative replies is used to measure the 
diferences in steepness of the faling tones by a native English speaker and Japanese 
learners of English. 
 
Figure 2 
Prosodic annotation of the response, 'Fair enough', produced by a Japanese learner of English 
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4. Research design I
The purpose of this research is to present intonation patterns that a native English speaker 
and Japanese learners of English provide to afect the pragmatic meaning of the message.
4.1 Participants
The selection and interviewing of informants were conducted in Yamagata prefecture 
located in the northern part of Japan. Fifteen Japanese students who were majoring in 
English took part in this experiment. Seven of them were nineteen year old males and eight 
of them were females and they were al in their first year at Yamagata University.
4.2 Recordings
Recordings were conducted in pairs and utterances by both speakers were recorded at one 
time. Recordings were conducted in a class room in Yamagata University using two 
unidirectional right and left stereo cardio microphones. Signals were recorded into two 
separate tracks in compact flash cards (SanDisk Extreme IV) on a portable solid state 
recorder (marants, Model PMD660). 
4.3 Materials
A dialog extracted from a film which was longer than the ones used in the first research 
was used. In this dialog, there were replies to the previous questions, such as, 'Never', 
'Always', or 'No'. (Appendix C). As the sentences were short and the topic and situation 
were not technical, the language was not considered to be beyond the learners’ level of 
understanding. 
4.4 Tasks
The discourse modes of reading aloud and interpreting short conversations in context were 
used. Speakers were first presented with the scene of the film. They watched it and listened 
to the dialogs several times. The participants were, then, presented with printed 
instructions and dialogs and asked to read them silently. After that, they played a role like 
a film actor or an actress and read each utterance aloud. Dialogs were read aloud once and 
recorded into the unidirectional recorder. The recording instruction and operation of the 
recorder was done by the author. 
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4.5 Analysis
Data obtained from an English native speaker who acted in the film and Japanese learners 
of English who acted in the oral reading of the research were analyzed acousticaly using a 
device caled praat. Relative quantitative information on pitch range (F0 measured in 
semitones) and duration (time elapsed in second) were used for measurement.
4.6 Results
In this section, the results obtained on the speech functions responding to a previous 
question are presented (Appendix D). Speakers are free to make any intonation choices but 
at the same time, they are supposed to select the most appropriate intonation for the 
communication purpose of the dialog, that is, the one that conveys the clearest degree of 
certainty very clearly.
 
Table 3 
Pitch range and duration of each dialog by a native English speaker
4321dialog
83111324pitch range[Hz]
323175523371duration[msec]
0．250．060．020．06pitch range/duration [Hz]
22101213faling pitch range [Hz]
88565590Duration [msec]
0．250．170．210．14faling pitch range/duration [Hz}
Table 4 
Mean pitch range and duration of each dialog by Japanese male learners of English 
4321dialog
60373339pitch range [Hz]
308275549373Duration [msec]
0．190．130．060．10pitch grade [Hz/msec]
55363129faling pitch range [Hz]
131143140135Duration [msec]
0．460．250．230．24faling pitch grade [Hz/msec}
Table 5 
Mean pitch range and duration of each dialog by Japanese female learners of English 
4321dialog
123569981pitch range [Hz]
428436586538duration [msec]
0．320．150．180．17pitch grade [Hz/msec]
124549778faling pitch range [Hz]
184158215262Duration [msec]
0．800．490．500．35faling pitch grade [Hz/msec}
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Pitch ranges produced by a native speaker of English and those by Japanese learners of 
English are compared by looking at the third lines in Tables 3, 4 and 5. They do not show a 
significant diference. The degree of pitch change produced by a native speaker of English 
and those by Japanese learners of English are compared by looking at the sixth lines in 
Tables 3, 4 and 5. They do not show a significant diference either. On the basis of these 
results, it seems probable that the Japanese learners of English learned the faling 
intonation pattern fairly wel. The only diference found by analyzing the faling intonations 
is their variations. 
There are more variations in pitch ranges for a native English speaker than for Japanese 
learners of English. A native English speaker uses a very wide pitch range, i.e. 83 Hz and a 
very narrow pitch range, i.e. 11 Hz, and their diference is 72 Hz. Compared with this, 
Japanese learners of English use similar pitch ranges. The largest variance is 80 Hz and the 
narrowest one is 33 Hz and their diference is 47 Hz for male learners. For female learners, 
the largest one is 123 Hz and the narrowest one is 56 Hz and their diference is 67 Hz. 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
The pitch ranges between the native English speaker and the Japanese learner of English 
are compared while measuring the highest and the lowest pitch in the dialogs. Contrary to 
the author’s expectation, there is no tendency that the former uses the wider pitch range 
than the latter. In this research, the Japanese learner of English uses a wider range than the 
native English speaker. This seems to be because of the learner’s a little bit exaggerating 
performance in her replies. The slopes of the intonation contour are represented by pitch 
range/duration. Out of five dialogs, one is larger for the native English speaker than for the 
Japanese learner of English. The steepness of the slope of intonation contour is represented 
by faling pitch range/duration. Out of the five types of dialogs, two are larger for the native 
English speaker than for the Japanese learner of English.
　By observing the highest pitch, the lowest pitch and the pitch at the end of the dialog, the 
intonation patterns used by a native English speaker and a Japanese learner of English are 
compared and their diferences are clarified. The former uses a faling pattern and a faling-
rising pattern. There are four occurrences of a faling pattern and eleven occurrences of a 
faling-rising pattern. The latter mostly uses a faling pattern. They have thirteen 
occurrences of a faling pattern and two occurrences of a faling-rising pattern. 
Furthermore, there is much more variation in pitch ranges used by a native English 
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speaker than in ones by Japanese learners of English. It could be said that the way of 
choosing intonation patterns to indicate degree of certainty is diferent between the native 
English speaker and the Japanese learner of English. Because of the scarceness of the data 
analyzed, it is not possible to present exact tendencies, but the phenomena observed in this 
study can help to lead the research field of phonetic analyses of Japanese learners of 
English further to reveal their use of intonation patterns with a more objective 
measurement. 
Pedagogical aspects of this study would be developed into the application of the results of 
the analyses to real classes. For example, by using sound and visual information of certain 
intonation patterns at the same time, some significant pre/post improvements in intonation 
would be expected. The sound of intonation and visual representation of the intonation 
contour might be combined into sensing of delicate diferences in intonation contour and its 
pragmatic meaning by learners. Repetitive training using this type of material would work 
very wel for learners to become sensitive to prosodic features. These materials focusing on 
English rhythm and intonation would enable students to improve their English 
pronunciation and let them to speak with broad and variable pitch ranges.
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Appendix A
Dialog 1 (extracted from Husburg, 2006)
Two cops are talking about their cases.
1.1.A So, it wasn’t a rape.
1.1.B Fair enough.
1.2.A Look, Benhal. It’s a rape as soon as you say, ‘no’. Let’s get it straight right now.
Dialog 2 (extracted from Husburg, 2006)
A suspect talks with an undercover agent. 
2.1.A Are you sure I don’t know you?
2.1.B No, sir.
Dialog 3 (extracted from Clory, 2003)
Two boys are talking about a rumor about their friend.
3.1.A Jane Kenny?
3.1.B No way.
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Dialog 4 (extracted from Clory, 2003)
A boy talks about his love to his friend.
4.1.A Don’t say that to anybody.
4.1.B Of course.
Dialog 5 (extracted from Clory, 2003)
A boy talks about his new job to his friend.
5.1.A You’ve got a better one?
5.1.B Yes, I do.
Appendix B
 
Table 1 
Pitch and duration of the responses produced by a native English speaker
durationpitchutterancephrase
lastmiddleformerendlowesthighest
1053101821126826551fair enough
1051881481421106930072
10116256, 1181621142134063
139210106, 85, 1831574112721381no, sir
179207143, 991280113925612
93324111132791620443
16511645, 140, 109, 1551527126828431no way
1612821361668135126312
943751141280116323733
21454, 2021339133921381of course
1532291597159721852
1511931574137427253
6519990, 118, 315, 1151221122125251yes, I do
18591, 275, 133, 101115174023612
59136117, 281, 1481327103321963
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Appendix C
Dialog 6 (extracted from Clory, 2003)
A boy and a girl are talking about their future.
1.A Wil you ever cheated on me?
1.B Never.
2.A Wil you take care of me?
2.B Always.
3.A Wil you ever neglect me?
3.B No.
4.A Raise a hand to me?
4.B No.
Appendix D
Pitch ranges for Japanese male learners of English
 
Table 2 
Pitch and duration of the responses produced by a Japanese learner of English
durationpitchutterancephrase
middleformerendlowesthighest
3528845410316426661fair enough
6601446144625962
694151523023
254172, 1771315131529251no, sir
393134, 1790028902
43112917617622553
290120 （6 times）1233123350001no way
10122983 （10 times）193811747932
21384 （10 times）1339133949573
18737496396327021of course
16478, 2151104110423492
3654691386138633363
186145, 39870470427841yes, I do
562343103334027132
1738425, 35089289225613
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Table 3 ‘Never’
Faling pitch 
grade 
[Hz/msec]
Duration 
[msec]
Faling pitch 
range
 [Hz]
Pitch grade 
[Hz/duration]
Duration 
[msec]Pitch range [Hz]
Speaker
0．06166110．17292501
0．216216148320．119863292352
0．22467227510．128878419543
0．261146157410．096618414404
0．22973148340．093923362345
0．40909166270．095975323316
0．33333339130．056311515297
Table 4 ‘Always’
Faling pitch 
grade 
[Hz/msec]
Duration 
[msec]
Faling pitch 
range
 [Hz]
Pitch grade 
[Hz/duration]
Duration 
[msec]
Pitch range 
[Hz]
Speaker
0．5896560．15397611
0．07512090．039063384152
0．265306196520．076443641493
0．179167240430．080827532434
0．169399183310．063395489315
0．1403515780．01047176486
0．2608792240．037677637247
Table 5 ‘No’
Faling pitch 
grade 
[Hz/msec]
Duration 
[msec]
Faling pitch 
range 
[Hz]
Pitch grade 
[Hz/duration]
Duration 
[msec]
Pitch range 
[Hz]
Speaker
0．07227170．07227171
0．153846104160．103604222232
0．410256156640．237037270643
0．256881109280．114865296344
0．271084166450．152027296455
0．22727388200．069444288206
0．405229153620．189602327627
Table 6 ‘No’
Faling pitch 
grade 
[Hz/msec]
Duration 
[msec]
Faling pitch 
range 
[Hz]
Pitch grade 
[Hz/duration]
Duration 
[msec]
Pitch range 
[Hz]
Speaker
0．37162600．18344621
0．210938128270．242424231562
1．07777890970．2813373591013
0．534653101540．186207290544
0．271084166450．152027296455
0．393162117460．146497314466
0．405229153620．189602327627
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Pitch ranges for Japanese female learners of English
 
Table 7 ‘Never’
Faling pitch 
grade 
[Hz/msec]
Duration 
[msec]
Faling pitch 
range 
[Hz]
Pitch grade 
[Hz/duration]
Duration 
[msec]
Pitch range 
[Hz]
Speaker
0．1192210．08449361
0．268085235630．127273550702
0．458333144660．140127471663
0．25336840．25336844
0．273585318870．143328607875
0．5329951971050．2671763931056
0．333333213710．137864515717
0．255200510．113586449518
Table 8 ‘Always’
Faling pitch 
grade 
[Hz/msec]
Duration 
[msec]
Faling pitch 
range 
[Hz]
Pitch grade 
[Hz/duration]
Duration 
[msec]
Pitch range 
[Hz]
Speaker
0．16162270．1288291
0．5111112701380．2834955151462
0．417431218910．171329572983
0．412281114470．112172419474
0．5977651791070．1582846761075
0．45140630．111901563636
0．517512571330．2176766111337
0．445783166740．160173462748
Table 9 ‘No’
Faling pitch 
grade 
[Hz/msec]
Duration 
[msec]
Faling pitch 
range 
[Hz]
Pitch grade 
[Hz/duration]
Duration 
[msec]
Pitch range 
[Hz]
Speaker
0．27122340．14318461
0．307229166510．154728349542
0．45140630．15869397633
1．1612931360．169014213364
0．096386166160．049536323165
0．45140630．111901563636
0．483051118570．12809445577
0．277533227630．140312449638
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Table 10 ‘No’
Faling pitch 
grade 
[Hz/msec]
Duration 
[msec]
Faling pitch 
range 
[Hz]
Pitch grade 
[Hz/duration]
Duration 
[msec]
Pitch range 
[Hz]
Speaker
0．27157430．14296441
1．436171882700．5858124372562
0．511765170870．227154383873
1．04761984880．374468235884
0．595961981180．2763474271185
0．724409127920．289308318926
0．691057123850．252976336857
0．372951244910．160494567918
―（１０４）８７―
山形大学紀要（人文科学）第１７巻第２号
冨田かおる
英語母語話者と日本人英語学習者のイントネーションを比較し、その特徴を取り上げた。
相手の気持ちや考えや行動を尋ねる発話に対する、強い肯定や否定の返答で、英語1語か2語
で表される表現を映画の台詞から捜し、そのイントネーション曲線を分析した。さらに、同
じ表現を日本人英語学習者が使った場合の発話を録音し、同様に分析した。その結果、英語
母語話者と日本人英語学習者の間には、著者が考えていた様な、イントネーションの下がり
具合に度合いの違いは観察されなかった。両者の違いとして分析結果に現れた特徴は、下
がったイントネーションを最後に少し上げるという方法を英語母語話者は使うが、日本人英
語学習者は使わないという点、及びイントネーションの下がり具合の様々な度合いを英語母
語話者が使用するのに対し、日本人英語学習者には母語話者程の多様性は観察されなかった
という点である。
母語話者と非母語話者の返答に用いられるイントネーション
― ８８（１０３）―
